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Figure 1. Hotline generates annotations of DNN concepts that existing runtime tracing profilers do not currently offer and visualizes
them in a novel Multi-Scale Timeline. HOTLINE uses color and size of operations to highlight bottlenecks across the stack. Users can
interactively drill down to progressively smaller timescales and view kernel runtimes at the lowest level (see Appendix B for examples).

ABSTRACT
Profiling is a standard practice used to investigate the efficiency of software and hardware operation at runtime
and is a crucial part of proving new concepts, debugging problems, and optimizing performance. However, most
machine learning (ML) developers find profiling secondary to their goal of improving model accuracy or just too
difficult (especially with existing ML tools). As a result, profiling is frequently an afterthought, and so many ML
developers rely on opaque metrics such as iteration time and GPU utilization which give little insight into why
ML training may be slow. This leads developers to spend excessive time investigating performance issues. In this
work, we aim to provide better tools to the large group of ML developers who currently do not profile their deep
neural network (DNN) training workloads or are not happy with existing tools.

To help ML developers investigate and understand time-use in DNN training, we propose HOTLINE, a novel
profiler designed specifically for runtime bottleneck identification. HOTLINE is the first profiler to automatically
annotate a standard data format for program runtime traces with DNN concepts that most ML developers are
familiar with, i.e. the DNN training loop and model architecture. HOTLINE does so without modifying DNN
libraries or making use of vendor-specific tools and introduces no additional overhead on measurements. We
further introduce noise reduction techniques and a multi-scale timeline visualization to make the presentation of
DNN runtime data more insightful, familiar, and easy to navigate. We demonstrate HOTLINE’s utility through
in-depth case studies of finding bottlenecks in real-world DNN applications and we report on a user study with 17
software developers in which most participants were able to perform common performance investigation tasks in
under 30 seconds (avg = 26 sec) and further commented that HOTLINE’s visualization “takes less time to find
insights compared to existing approaches”. Source code: https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/hotline.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The recent success of deep learning (DL) (He et al., 2016;
Devlin et al., 2018; Hannun et al., 2014) has resulted in
an increasing amount of compute and energy dedicated
to training deep neural network (DNN) models (Amodei
& Hernandez, 2018; Bianco et al., 2018; Horowitz, 2014;
Strubell et al., 2019). Much of the success of DL is credited
to increasing algorithm and system efficiency (Sutton, 2019;
Hernandez & Brown, 2020; Eassa & Burc Eryilma, 2022).
However, inefficient bottlenecks in DNN training are likely
still a widespread problem, because DNN development (1)
is often performed by ML developers and data scientists
with limited background in system-level optimization, (2) is
developed through ad-hoc prototyping, and (3) makes use of
rapidly evolving DNN libraries. Recent works (Chen et al.,
2018b; Zheng et al., 2020b; Vasilache et al., 2018) and DL
libraries (Abadi et al., 2016; Frostig et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2015; Chetlur et al., 2014) try to make performance opti-
mizations automatic for developers, but there is evidence
that those works do not cover all major optimization possi-
bilities (Ivanov et al., 2021; Shacklett et al., 2021; Petrenko
et al., 2020; Dalton et al., 2020; Andoorveedu et al., 2022).
There remains room for developers to recognize and guide
optimizations; but who does this, how, and how can we do
it better?

The desire to find optimization opportunities motivates the
need for profiling tools to investigate the operation of soft-
ware and hardware at runtime (Joukov et al., 2006) and
visualizations to help users analyze profiler data, support rea-
soning, and communicate findings (Munzner, 2014). There
exists a limited number of ML system performance experts
and they typically use custom (Hu et al., 2022; Zhu et al.,
2020; 2018; Gleeson et al., 2021) or expert-level profiling
tools (NVIDIA, 2018b; Intel, 2020; Google, 2022) to find
optimization opportunities. We strongly believe that we
cannot bank on scaling up the number of ML system per-
formance experts. Instead, a more sustainable and valuable
approach is to equip the larger community of ML/DNN al-
gorithm and model developers1 with better tools. Even the
most basic questions “What is slow?” and “Why is it slow?”
are challenging to answer with existing DNN profiling tools
(Google, 2015; NVIDIA, 2018b). While these tools generate
the necessary data to investigate these questions, processing
and understanding this data is difficult.

Existing approaches fail to distill the overwhelming amount
of information generated into insights that are clearly ex-
pressed and easily interpreted (Bohnet et al., 2009; Weber
et al., 2015). We observe that interpreting DNN training
runtime traces, which include the runtime of every executed
operation, is challenged by several factors including infor-

1In the rest of the paper, we will simply refer to our target
audience as “developers” for short.

mation overload (e.g., the backward pass of an RNN-T
model (MLCommons, 2021) is comprised of 363,095 op-
erations), disparate granularities (e.g., a single timeline
view of very short and very long operations is hard to see,
navigate, and compare), and discontiguous execution (e.g.,
relationships between operations may be hard to follow due
to asynchronous and distributed processing). As a result,
profiling is often an afterthought and so ML developers
mainly rely on basic metrics such as training iteration time,
or coarse system efficiency metrics such as GPU utiliza-
tion. These metrics are high-level, aggregate, and opaque.
They give little insight into the system operation of DNN
training and so the developers may spend excessive time
investigating performance issues (they “search for a needle
in a haystack”) or write code without understanding the
problem (they “try stuff until it works”).

Our research aims to address these challenges from the per-
spective of identifying bottlenecks, rather than follow-up
questions of “Why is it a bottleneck?”, and “What should be
done about the bottleneck?”. In our work, we identify bot-
tlenecks using detailed measurements of how time is spent
during DNN training, rather than resource utilization where
high utilization could be a good or bad sign. Our approach
differs from prior profiling techniques because we leverage
two key observations based on the unique characteristics of
common ML/DNN training workloads. First, we observe
that DNN operations in runtime traces are serialized in an
order that is highly predictable. Second, these operations
appear in runtime traces with names that are recognizable
and can be attributed to known portions of the DNN training.
These observations allowed us to develop an automatic of-
fline annotation algorithm for minimal/lightweight tracing
profilers to generate new annotations which shed light on
where bottlenecks lie without incurring additional overhead
on timing measurements and minimal instrumentation effort
required in DL source code.

In this paper, we propose HOTLINE, a novel profiler de-
signed specifically for runtime bottleneck identification in
DNN training. HOTLINE generates three types of annota-
tions that existing profilers do not offer: (1) the steps of the
DNN training loop, (2) the architecture of the DNN model,
and (3) arbitrary but interesting sections not defined in the
user’s DL source code, such as inter-GPU communication.
HOTLINE supports users who manually add custom anno-
tations into traces at runtime. Those annotations will not
interfere, they will be treated as arbitrary sections, and they
will be displayed by HOTLINE. Furthermore, HOTLINE
applies a suite of noise reduction heuristics to annotations
that summarize, rename for brevity, or hide redundancies to
trade information completeness for improved interpretation.

A key contribution of HOTLINE is the introduction of the
Multi-Scale Timeline (Richter et al., 1999) to system profil-
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ing of DNN model training. A multi-scale timeline allows
users to see multiple timescales in one view, i.e. low-level
details and high-level context (see Figure 1), which eases
understanding. HOTLINE initially shows the runtime of
only the highest-level operations in the DNN training loop
to present a simple and familiar view. Users can drill down
using Semantic Zooming (Aigner, 2014), an interaction tech-
nique that is faster, simpler, and more exact than using pan-
and-zoom which is found in existing runtime trace viewers.

We evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of HOTLINE
through a series of case studies. In the first case study, we
show how HOTLINE enables ML developers to see how de-
cisions about model architecture affect runtime; how using
HOTLINE can be a positive learning experience; and, for
example, how quickly we can find an optimization oppor-
tunity worth up to 40% in training a popular ResNet-50
model (He et al., 2016). In the second case study, we show
how HOTLINE can perform rapid low-level investigations
by using HOTLINE’s “Open with Perfetto” button to isolate
interesting portions of the runtime trace and quickly switch
to a more detailed profiling tool (Google, 2022). For exam-
ple, using HOTLINE to view only the backward pass of an
RNN-T model on 4 GPUs, we discovered that the GPU is
only executing kernels 30% of the time and is bottlenecked
by CUDA API launch overhead. In a third case study, we
show how HOTLINE’s annotation of arbitrary sections of
training enabled us to find unexpected bottlenecks. For
example, we find in training ResNet-50 on 4 GPUs that
PyTorch’s default parallel training mode spends 67% of the
forward pass replicating the DNN model to all GPUs and
50% of backward pass reducing gradients onto 1 GPU from
the other 3 GPUs. This may be a surprise to users because
they may not be aware of these stages or that they are so
slow.

Additionally, we collected qualitative feedback from soft-
ware developers at our institution on our design concept, not
the implemented tool itself, to guide and validate features
before implementation. We report on evidence that HOT-
LINE’s visual approach is a good match for the user’s task
and mental model of runtime profiling. For example, 97%
of the time participants were able to perform common ML
profiling tasks without help when using a non-interactive
mockup of HOTLINE.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We observe fundamental challenges in DNN training run-
time traces which make finding insights and bottlenecks
difficult, and then develop a new strategy to attract devel-
opers to profiling.

• We propose HOTLINE, the first DNN profiler to annotate
DNN concepts with no impact on timing measurements
and minimal instrumentation. HOTLINE denoises runtime
traces to make insights clearer and visualizes results in an

interactive multi-scale timeline that is easier to navigate
and quicker to isolate interesting portions of event traces
than with existing tools.

• We present case studies of how HOTLINE can be used
to identify and understand time-use bottlenecks in real-
world DNN training across a variety of models including
ResNet, RNN-T, and Transformer.

• We report on a qualitative user study of software develop-
ers at our institution in which 94% (16/17) of participants
said that HOTLINE’s visualization design concept “helps
them understand program runtime”, and 82% (14/17)
said that HOTLINE’s visualization “takes less time to find
insights compared to existing approaches”.

2 WHY MANY ML DEVELOPERS DO NOT
PROFILE, EVEN THOUGH THEY SHOULD

2.1 Background on Profiling

Profiling is a crucial part of proving new concepts, debug-
ging problems, and optimizing performance (Joukov et al.,
2006). The concept of profiling can easily be confused with
monitoring and tracing. Let us first disambiguate our use of
these terms. Monitoring is ongoing and can be used to trig-
ger alerts such as when a monitored resource falls above or
below a trigger level (Thor, 2012). While tracing is tracking
the flow of a request or data through a network, program, or
disturbed system (Kaldor et al., 2017). Whereas profiling is
usually done on a particular program to see which code is
using the most resources (Graham et al., 1982).

What profiling do people do today in DNN training? Aside
from performance engineers and researchers who develop
custom tools (Hu et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2020; Gleeson
et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2021) or use expert-level profiling
tools (NVIDIA, 2018b; Intel, 2020; Google, 2022), there
are two types of ML developers: (1) those who are not
particularly interested in system efficiency because it is sec-
ondary to their goal of DNN model accuracy, and (2) those
who see the value but find it demands too much systems
knowledge or engineering effort to profile (Yu et al., 2020).
Both types of developers commonly push the limits of their
hardware and subsequently ask seemingly simple questions
like, “Why is training slower than expected?” and “What
is the slowest part of training?”. Finding answers to these
questions requires runtime profiling.

2.2 Background on Runtime Profiling

Runtime is an important performance metric because
time is an absolute metric that sums up program be-
havior enabling users to identify slow sections and
where to target optimizations. The naı̈ve approach is
to manually insert print statements with timestamps, or
vendor-specific annotations such as NVTX (NVIDIA,
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Figure 2. Runtime profilers record a timeline of events. Here we
see a portion of a single training iteration of an RNN-T model
visualized with the Perfetto trace viewer. We have drawn red
annotations to show a zoomed-in portion of events.

2020b), pytorch.record function (Facebook, 2021),
or jax.named scope (Google, 2022), but this has poor
code coverage and introduces significant developer effort.
Alternatively, tracing profilers instrument the program to
record every function call during program execution and
produce a detailed event trace of exactly what operations
took place and when (Evans, 2017). Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample runtime event trace produced by the PyTorch tracing
profiler (Facebook, 2022). The content of tracing profiler
data produced by PyTorch consists of an array of events each
with a timestamp, duration, operation name, and other data
such as function arguments (e.g., input data dimensions).

2.3 Why is Interpreting Runtime Data Challenging?

Despite the importance of using runtime profiling tools to
find optimization opportunities, we observe several chal-
lenges when interpreting runtime data, which impede adop-
tion by non-experts. Runtime data is often complex, multi-
dimensional, and noisy, and therefore it becomes difficult
for humans to see patterns, trends, and outliers by looking at
it in its raw form. Figure 2 illustrates these challenges and
is representative of existing trace viewers including Tensor-
Board (Google, 2015), Nsight Systems (NVIDIA, 2018b),
and Perfetto (Google, 2022).

Challenge 1: Information Overload
Existing visualizations fail to convey a high degree of use-
ful information due to information overload caused by the
large number of operations typically found in DNN training.
For example, we find that a single training iteration on 4
GPUs for an RNN-T model produces almost one million
operations as seen in Figure 2. This vast quantity puts a
large burden on users, requiring excessive effort to navigate
and interpret large runtime traces, and makes it non-trivial
to summarize or hide some details.

Challenge 2: Disparate Granularities
Disparate granularities refers to operations whose runtimes
span significantly different timescales. For example, we

find that the high-level backward pass of an RNN-T model
(runtime 1.2 sec) is comprised of 363,095 low-level opera-
tions (avg. runtime 42 µs). Existing visualizations are not
easily interpretable because they display all operations at
all granularities on a single timeline view. A single view of
very short and very long operations is hard to see, navigate,
and compare. Zooming in and out between granularities is
tedious and only clearly displays one granularity at a time.

Challenge 3: Discontiguous Execution
Relationships between operations may be hard to follow due
to discontiguous execution patterns in which related opera-
tions are not next to each other, such as in asynchronous and
distributed processing. For example, asynchronous GPU
kernels can have their CPU and GPU portions very tempo-
rally distant, and the two operations will always be found
in different timelines, one for a CPU thread, and one for a
GPU stream. Furthermore, operations can be parallelized
across multiple GPUs or servers. These challenges have yet
to be addressed by existing works and result in fewer ML
developers performing or benefiting from profiling.

2.4 How to Attract Developers Who Do Not Profile?

To attract developers to profiling we can draw inspiration
from the qualities of past success stories of getting people
to do something new and complex. For example, how did
the iPhone get millions of people to use smartphones? The
iPhone was radically simpler to navigate by touch, it brought
together many utilities, and it was colorful, fast, and fun to
use. From this we draw our first design goal:

Goal 1: Easy to Navigate for everyone in a way that is
efficient and easy to remember when returning to the tool.

Similarly, consider the Linux monitoring tool htop
(Muhammad, 2004), it improved upon top (LeFebvre,
1984) by (again) improving interactivity, adding meaningful
color and graphs, and reducing visual noise by displaying
less text. Displaying less text reduces the cognitive burden
on users, is inviting to non-experts, and supports finding
insights more easily:

Goal 2: Reduce Noise so that insights are easier to find,
data is easier to navigate, and novices are not overwhelmed.

We also observe that the iPhone and htop did not do any-
thing radically new. They repackaged information and ap-
plications that users were already familiar with:

Goal 3: Familiar to everyone and only branch out when
the user wishes to expand their knowledge.

In this work, we set out to apply these successful qualities
which embody usability heuristics (Nielsen, 2005) to the
DNN profiling problem: our strategy to get more people to
measure is to make a profiler that is insightful, familiar, and
easy to navigate.
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Figure 3. HOTLINE system overview. A DNN model definition is used to guide automatic annotations of a DNN training runtime trace.
After applying denoising heuristics to simplify the runtime annotations they are displayed in a multi-scale timeline for users to investigate.

$ ./my_training_script.py   # then open ‘results.json’ with UI

import torch.profiler
import torchvision.models
import hotline

model = torchvision.models.resnet50()
# ... other setup...

with torch.profiler.profile(
on_trace_ready=hotline.analyze(model)):
# ... training loop ...

Figure 4. How to instrument PyTorch code with HOTLINE.

3 HOTLINE: OVERVIEW

When investigating optimization opportunities, interpreting
raw DNN training runtime traces can be challenging for ML
researchers and developers. To greatly simplify the effort
required we propose HOTLINE2, a novel profiler designed
specifically for runtime bottleneck identification.

Figure 3 illustrates the workflow of HOTLINE. HOTLINE
parses the user’s DNN model definition including any user-
defined variable names for operations, or groups of opera-
tions such as layers, so that HOTLINE can summarize run-
time traces at any of these granularities (Goal 2: Reduce
Noise) and with names familiar to the user (Goal 3: Fa-
miliar). A runtime trace of a single representative iteration
of DNN training is collected after a user-chosen number
of warmup iterations. Then HOTLINE performs offline an-
notation of the trace with DNN concepts that most ML
developers are familiar with, i.e. the DNN training loop
and model architecture (Section 4). Next, these annotations
are summarized where possible to simplify or eliminate
less-interesting parts (i.e. “noise”) of the runtime trace (Ap-
pendix C.2). Finally, HOTLINE displays the runtimes of the
resulting annotations in a multi-scale timeline (Section 5), a
technique well suited to navigating complex timelines (Goal
1: Easy to Navigate).

We choose PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) as our prototyping
DL framework as it is one of the most widely used frame-
works. HOTLINE is designed in a general way that sup-

2The name HOTLINE name is a concatenation of the word
“HOT” which is the colormap we use to visually emphasize run-
time bottlenecks, and “LINE” which is taken from the multi-scale
timeline design that we introduce to ML system profiling.

ports a wide variety of models (e.g., ResNet, RNN-T, Trans-
former) without modifying PyTorch or relying on hardware
or software-specific knowledge. This means that HOTLINE
introduces no new overhead on timing measurements, does
not create vendor lock-in, and is easy to maintain and adapt
to new applications. The same ideas can be implemented on
top of other DL frameworks including TensorFlow (Abadi
et al., 2016), JAX (Frostig et al., 2018), and MXNet (Chen
et al., 2015) because they produce runtime traces in the
same standard Trace Event Format (Sinclair, 2016). Also,
HOTLINE is carefully designed to accommodate “novice”
developers. It can be used seamlessly with PyTorch training
scripts, and only requires adding one argument when using
PyTorch’s built-in profiler. To illustrate, Figure 4 shows
how to enable HOTLINE for ResNet-50.

4 HOTLINE: AUTOMATIC ANNOTATION

An annotation is a group of operations that share a common
purpose. Annotations have a runtime that spans from the
first start time to the last stop time of the operations in
that group. Annotations can cover various granularities
of a program. For example, in DNN training, annotations
may include the forward pass, layer 1, or an individual
convolution. To the best of our knowledge, HOTLINE is
the first profiler to provide annotations of DNN training
concepts across these granularities.

Annotations are fewer in number than raw events which
makes them easier to navigate (Goal 1) and less noisy (Goal
2). Furthermore, annotations of DNN concepts allow ML
developers to begin their profiling investigation at a level
of granularity they are familiar with (Goal 3). HOTLINE
processes a standard runtime trace data format (Sinclair,
2016) to generate three types of annotations automatically:
the steps of the DNN training loop (Section 4.2), the archi-
tecture of the DNN model (Section 4.3), and arbitrary sub-
sections of the DNN training loop and model (Section 4.5).

4.1 Key Observations to Enable Automatic Annotation

In this section, we highlight the key observations behind
HOTLINE’s automatic annotation design so that it does not
incur overhead on timing measurements and can utilize
PyTorch’s existing profiling instrumentation. Our major ob-
servations are based on the characteristics of the workloads
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of most developers. While some DL researchers experiment
with novel approaches to DNN training, the majority of
developers in supervised DL use very similar training loops
(Ruder, 2016) and canonical model architectures (He et al.,
2016; Iandola et al., 2016).

In our evaluation of these common workloads, we observe
that DNN operations in runtime traces are serialized
in an order that is static, repeatable, and predictable.
We believe this observation holds for three reasons. Firstly,
most DNN models do not exhibit data-dependent control
flow so that they can be effectively accelerated by compilers
(Chen et al., 2018b; Zheng et al., 2022) and specialized hard-
ware (NVIDIA, 2018a; Barham et al., 2022). Secondly, to
achieve high accuracy, DL optimization algorithms (Dozat,
2016; Kingma & Ba, 2014) are most commonly used with
synchronous model updates and this effectively serializes
the training loop (Ruder, 2016). Thirdly, the most common
parallelization technique in DL is data parallelism (Chen
et al., 2018a), which performs serialized single instructions
on multiple data (SIMD) and the order of instructions re-
mains serialized when data is distributed across systems.

Additionally, we observe that descriptive, recognizable
operation names exist in runtime traces such as “conv”
or “gemm” and thus can be matched to operation names
in DNN model definitions to build richer annotations after
trace collection. While DL systems that produce ambiguous
operation names are emerging, as seen in JAX’s aggressive
kernel fusion (Frostig et al., 2018), this is not a new problem.
Solutions have been proposed (Gregg, 2017a), and descrip-
tive operation names will continue to be vital to effective
software development and debugging.

By relying on these observations, HOTLINE is trading off
support for several emerging applications including data-
dependent control flow, aggressive kernel fusion or ambigu-
ous operation names, and less common forms of parallelism.
However, by targeting the majority of DNN training use
cases, including cases of limited kernel fusion (see Ap-
pendix C.1), the following unique advantages are obtained.
HOTLINE’s offline analysis can generate and enrich annota-
tions (e.g., denoise) with no impact on timing measurements
and minimal instrumentation.

4.2 DNN Training Loop Annotation

The typical DNN training loop consists of the following
high-level stages: (i) data loading, (ii) the forward pass, (iii)
calculating loss, (iv) the backward pass, and (v) updating
the optimizer. It can be challenging for ML developers to
manually identify any given stage in a runtime trace because
existing trace viewers do not highlight them amongst the
many thousands of events displayed. Furthermore, traces
may not even include events demarcating these stages, as
is the case for the forward and backward passes when Py-

Torch’s low profiling overhead mode is enabled3.

To solve this problem, we build on our observations that the
execution behavior of typical DNN training loops is serial
and detectable. Our annotation algorithm searches the event
trace for recognizable names (e.g.,“dataload”, “forward”,
“loss”), and creates an annotation for that stage including
any nested events. Should any one stage not be detected,
an annotation can be made that spans in-between detected
stages or spans to the start or end of the trace. This approach
is generic enough to continue working if PyTorch changes
its trace output and flexible enough to adapt to differences
in traces produced by different DL frameworks.

4.3 DNN Model Annotation

Reconciling operations defined in DNN models to opera-
tions in the DNN training traces is non-trivial and tedious
to do manually so we have developed an algorithm to auto-
matically annotate the entire hierarchical structure of DNN
models. Figure 5 illustrates the operation of our annotation
algorithm as it traverses a graph representation of the user-
defined DNN model obtained from PyTorch. Leafs in the
graph represent DNN operations and branch nodes represent
groups of operations. For leaf nodes, the operation name
is searched for in a single pass by stepping monotonically
through time in the runtime trace and performing substring
matching on the names of CPU operations and connected
GPU operations whenever a kernel is launched. When a
match is found, an annotation is generated that includes the
operations in the runtime trace starting after the last annota-
tion and ending after the matched operation. When multiple
consecutive DNN operations have the same name, a single
annotation is produced to avoid incorrectly dividing up the
trace in this situation of ambiguity. For branch nodes, all
the runtime operations of descendent nodes in the graph are
included in a new annotation.

The forward and backward passes are detected in runtime
traces using the same algorithm, except the order of oper-
ations is reversed for the backward pass. For the forward
pass, a post-order depth-first tree traversal is used to iter-
ate over the hierarchical DNN model. For the backward
pass, a reverse pre-order depth-first tree traversal is used.
In a data-parallel training setup, each GPU will execute the
same sequence of operations allowing us to repeat the same
automatic annotation algorithm for each GPU.

A small number (n=14) of special rules were hard-coded to
assist in name matching to support automatic DNN annota-

3By low overhead mode of PyTorch’s profiler, we mean with
the stacks option disabled. This reduces the number of events
in the trace (by up to 3× for ResNet) and disables the inclusion of
a stack trace in each event. HOTLINE works better in this mode
because it doesn’t rely on stack traces so it can process events more
quickly and timing measurements will be more accurate.
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Figure 5. HOTLINE’s offline DNN model annotation algorithm
traverses the model definition and matches operation names to
event names in the runtime trace.

tion. For example, one rule looks for the name “cudnn::bn”
in the runtime trace when the searched model operation
name is “batchnorm”. Another example is matching
“linear” to any of “addmm”, “mmbackward”, or “sgemm”.
The effort of developing these rules was extremely small.
We believe we have covered the majority of cases, and that
future addition will be trivial and not overly burdensome.

4.4 Annotation Accuracy

In practice, we were surprised by the robustness of our pro-
totype tool for automatic DNN annotation. We attribute this
robustness to our observations (Section 4.1) holding true and
to the synthetic test cases that we wrote to test functionality
and edge cases when developing our algorithms. To help
prove the correctness of HOTLINE’s automatic annotation
method we developed an accuracy evaluation system. For
ResNet, RNN, and Transformer models we systematically
compared our automatic annotations to hand-implemented
annotations of the training loop and full model architecture.
We found 97-99% accuracy of matching raw events into the
correct ML operation. We did find ambiguity at the bound-
aries of annotations, but only for insignificant, short-lived
operations (e.g., “Memset”) and had no appreciable impact
on insights. The accuracy we observed is an improvement
over a human guessing which low-level event belongs to
which high-level operation or a human expending effort

to manually insert annotations into source code and likely
making a few mistakes or omissions.

4.5 Arbitrary Annotation

Thus far we showed how HOTLINE annotates DNN concepts.
However, there remain interesting regions of runtime traces
that are not defined in DNN models or training loops. For
example, interesting sub-steps arise when using more than
one GPU because communicating between GPUs becomes
necessary (e.g., replicating a model’s learned parameters
across GPUs). ML developers may not be aware of these
stages or that they can be bottlenecks. To help users spot
important sections of DNN training without overwhelming
users with a tremendous number of raw runtime events,
HOTLINE contains a heuristic-based algorithm to detect and
annotate arbitrary sections without the need for user input
or software or hardware-specific knowledge.

HOTLINE will demarcate an annotation in the runtime trace
when (1) a series of consecutive operations are all tiny (i.e.
their runtime is below a configurable threshold relative to
its parent operation; 5% is our default), or (2) a series of
consecutive operations have the same name. This procedure
is applied recursively because we find these patterns occur at
multiple timescales within nested operations. This enables
HOTLINE to display far fewer annotations than existing trace
viewers which display all raw runtime events. Therefore it
becomes easier for developers to interpret runtime traces,
learn about the inner workings of DNN training, and identify
unexpected bottlenecks. In Appendix B.3 we show how this
feature reveals bottlenecks in data-parallel training.

5 HOTLINE: MULTI-SCALE TIMELINE

Visualization is an underappreciated part of systems re-
search. When no automated optimization solution exists
or is trusted, systems visualization assists in making subtle
determinations about what is good or bad performance. Vi-
sualization (i.e. plots, charts, and diagrams) is used through-
out the lifecycle of systems research including discovering,
validating, and communicating optimization opportunities
(Guo et al., 2015; Adhianto et al., 2010; Li et al., 2020).

Existing timeline visualizations show the entire raw trace in
one large timeline and this tends to overwhelm ML devel-
opers due to information overload, disparate granularities,
and discontiguous execution (Challenges 1-3). HOTLINE
addresses these challenges by introducing the Multi-Scale
Timeline (Richter et al., 1999), a promising visualization
technique that is well suited for navigating and interpreting
the complex timelines found in DNN training and which
may have broad utility in the field of systems profiling.

We have developed an interactive web UI, seen in Figure 1b,
that is generic enough to display any hierarchical set of
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Table 1. Size and analysis time of the workloads evaluated on 2080Ti GPU.

Model Dataset # of
GPUs

Total # of
Operations Per
Training Iter.

Raw Trace
File Size

Iteration
Time

Iteration Time
with PyTorch

Profiling

HOTLINE
Analysis

Time

HOTLINE
Generated

Annotations

ResNet-50 ImageNet
(batch=96) 1 7,406 3.8 MB 0.354 sec

±0.0%
0.356 sec,

1.01× slower 4.4 sec 324

ResNet-50 ImageNet
(batch=384) 4 23,384 10.8 MB 0.506 sec

±0.5%
0.512 sec,

1.01× slower 8.5 sec 1,073

Transformer WMT
(batch=8) 1 22,755 9.7 MB 0.355 sec

±0.1%
0.362 sec,

1.02× slower 7.3 sec 180

Transformer WMT
(batch=16) 4 72,005 27.8 MB 1.68 sec

±0.1%
1.72 sec,

1.02× slower 16 sec 636

RNN-T LibriSpeech
(batch=32) 4 941,489 266 MB 1.48 sec

±2%
2.12 sec,

1.43× slower 3 m 44 sec 602

timeline events in a multi-scale timeline. The multi-scale
timeline allows users to see multiple timescales in one view,
greatly simplifying the embedded complexity found in soft-
ware stacks. HOTLINE’s visualization uses both color and
size of annotations to make runtime bottlenecks pop out
(Goal 2: Noise Reduction). We initially show the runtime
of only the highest level operations in the DNN training
loop (Goal 3: Familiar). Users can interactively drill down
by clicking on an operation to view the runtime of the sub-
operations contained within any part of the training loop.

Existing tools use pan and zoom interaction to navigate,
which is overly burdensome on users because it requires
switching back and forth between two types of interactions
(i.e. pan and zoom separately) and make multiple adjust-
ments to view a region of interest. Instead, HOTLINE uses a
single click to perform a technique called Semantic Zoom-
ing (Aigner, 2014) to reveal details at a finer granularity and
fit them on screen. Semantic Zooming is faster, simpler, and
more exact for users (Goal 1: Easy to Navigate).

Figure 1a shows that the existing trace visualizations found
in TensorBoard can be characterized by an excessively large
number of operations and most operations names are hidden
or cut off. By contrast, HOTLINE’s multi-scale timeline
seen in Figure 1b, shows HOTLINE’s annotations without
cluttering (Goal 2: Noise Reduction) and importantly, in the
context of what happens before, after, and at multiple lev-
els of granularity. To communicate this much information
without HOTLINE, users of TensorBoard must compile mul-
tiple screenshots at different time scales or record a video
of zooming in.

6 EVALUATION

Next, we evaluate the utility of HOTLINE’s automatic an-
notation and multi-scale timeline visualization. Section 6.1
gives a summary of profiler overhead and annotation analy-
sis time for our evaluated workloads. Section 6.2 presents
in-depth case studies illustrating HOTLINE’s unique advan-
tages when used to investigate time-use bottlenecks. Finally,

Section 6.3 reports on software developers’ qualitative im-
pressions of HOTLINE’s design and shows how rapidly com-
mon performance investigation tasks can be performed.

We evaluated HOTLINE with three diverse real-world DNN
models: ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016), RNN-T (MLCom-
mons, 2021), and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) with
standard batch sizes and optimizers (see Appendix B.5 for
details). We use PyTorch’s DataParallel mode for train-
ing with multiple GPUs. We performed our experiments on
a server with 4 2080Ti GPUs (NVIDIA, 2018a), an AMD
EPYC 7601 CPU (AMD, 2017), and 128 GB of RAM.

6.1 Size and Analysis Time of Workloads

Before using HOTLINE’s visualization to find time-use bot-
tlenecks, a user must first collect a runtime trace of DNN
training and analyze it using HOTLINE to generate and de-
noise annotations. Table 1 shows that the number of raw
operations collected by PyTorch in a single iteration of train-
ing can be as high as 941,489 or 266 MB in JSON format
for the RNN-T model, an inefficient model comprised of
many, short, sequential operations. HOTLINE summarizes
this trace into 602 annotations represented on disk in a 524
KB JSON results file. We found that PyTorch’s built-in
profiler can slow down iteration time by as much as 43%
for RNN-T, but for more efficient ResNet and Transformer
models by 1-2%. This is a behavior of PyTorch’s profiler
regardless of whether HOTLINE is used. The analysis time
required by HOTLINE to process these traces was under
a minute for the efficient models, but for RNN-T, a large
amount of trace data needs to be processed by our Python
analysis code, so several minutes are required. We believe
this can be sped up in future work and that it is a small
amount of time compared to the time required to observe
convergence of model accuracy in real-world DNN training.

6.2 Bottleneck Identification Case Studies

We illustrate the usefulness of HOTLINE’s annotations and
multi-scale timeline visualization through in-depth case
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studies of ResNet-50 and RNN-T models and find oppor-
tunities to speed up training by 40% and 51% respectively.
The process by which we conduct our case studies is as
follows. First, we use HOTLINE’s multi-scale visualiza-
tion to drill down on the annotations that have the longest
runtime starting at the highest level granularity (the DNN
training loop) down to the lowest granularity (the individ-
ual GPU kernels). Then we describe what insights can be
found and how HOTLINE’s unique advantages make DNN
performance investigation faster and easier.

6.2.1 Case Study: ResNet-50 on a Single GPU

The first case study looks at the ResNet-50 model on 1
GPU, which is a common benchmark in the field of DL
(Reddi et al., 2020; Mattson et al., 2020). Appendix B.1
shows HOTLINE’s UI after a user has drilled down into the
slowest parts of a single ResNet-50 training iteration. The
bottleneck is the most striking visual aspect which is the
large and bright red operation marked backward on the
GPU0 track. Compare this experience to the one seen in
Appendix D of TensorBoard, where metrics about the DNN
training loop are not presented in the summary view or any
view, leaving users to guess about the bottleneck.

The second most striking visual aspect seen in this visu-
alization of ResNet-50 is the large, orange operation at
the lowest level of detail named wgrad alg0 engine.
HOTLINE can be an educational experience because the
user can learn what kernels are used by DL libraries and
learn that “wgrad” is an algorithm used for convolution
(Coppersmith & Winograd, 1982). When observing the
middle three levels of the multi-scale timeline, titled “2.
backward”, “3. layer2”, and “4. Bottleneck-0”,
one may note the less dramatic colors consisting of shades
of light yellow. A DNN developer might be pleased to find
this because it means they have balanced runtime similarly
across layers and groups of operations. This is an example
of how HOTLINE helps developers understand how their
choices about DNN model architecture and input data
size effects translate into actual runtime.

A user can draw on these insights to correctly conclude
that the biggest optimization opportunity is to speed up the
backward pass GPU kernels. By looking at HOTLINE’s
runtime breakdown of the training loop, it can be deduced
that the maximum possible speedup of optimization to the
GPU backward pass would be able to reduce the current
80ms runtime to 30ms, at which point the CPU portion of
the backward pass would prevent further speedup. If there
was a way to speed up the GPU kernels of the forward
and backward pass, such as with a faster GPU, end-to-end
training could be sped up by as much as 40%. We tested
a faster Nvidia 3090 GPU and found the forward pass had
within 1% number of kernels and ran them 42% faster.

6.2.2 Case Study: RNN-T on 4 GPUs

In our second case study, we look at the RNN-T model
(Graves, 2012) that is planned to be part of future MLCom-
mons benchmarks (Reddi et al., 2020; MLCommons, 2022).
Appendix B.2 shows HOTLINE after a user has drilled down
into the slowest parts of a single RNN-T training iteration.
Here we immediately see a major bottleneck at all levels
of the multi-scale timeline, which quickly points us to a
low-level cause. A benefit of using a multi-scale timeline is
that one picture explains the low-level cause of slowdown,
that 73% of the time is spent on “cudaLaunchKernel”
and “sgemm” kernels, as well as higher levels of context
for this bottleneck, that these operations take place within
LSTMs, within RNNs, within the backward pass of the
DNN training loop. Contrast this to TensorBoard, seen in
Appendix D, where the “Kernel View” would say that 46%
of GPU kernel runtime is due to “sgemm” kernels without
any of the aforementioned context and without the ability to
click on the kernel to investigate the problem deeper.

Next, we describe how HOTLINE can further assist with
rapid low-level investigations by using HOTLINE’s “Open
with Perfetto” button to isolate interesting portions of the
runtime trace and quickly switch to a more detailed pro-
filing tool. Upon inspection of the detailed runtime trace
for an LSTM operation, we see many kernel launches on
the CPU, but large idle times on the GPU (Appendix B.2).
We found this problem much faster than we would have
using Perfetto alone for two reasons. First, navigating to
the bottleneck using HOTLINE’s semantic zoom interaction
is much faster than Perfetto’s pan and zoom interaction.
Secondly, HOTLINE’s annotation isolated a single LSTM
operation within the raw trace, significantly reducing infor-
mation overload in Perfetto.

From this, a user can conclude that the biggest optimiza-
tion opportunity is to increase GPU utilization by reducing
the kernel launch overhead. Using HOTLINE to view only
the backward pass in Perfetto, we calculated that the GPU
is only executing kernels 30% of the time. Therefore, we
deduced that if an optimization could eliminate delays be-
tween kernel executions, the maximum possible speed-up of
the backward pass would be 840ms and this would speed up
end-to-end training by 51%. We found with a newer Nvidia
3090 GPU that CUTLASS was employed in the backward
RNN blocks which led to 26% fewer kernels launched and
training was 32% faster, partially resolving this bottleneck.

6.3 User Evaluation: Usability Study

To evaluate if software developers find HOTLINE useful
we conducted a user study with computer science students
recruited by convenience sampling who identified as ML
algorithm developers (n=4), ML systems developers (n=13)
or non-ML systems developers (n=5). Each participant
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Figure 6. A summary of completion times and error rates for users
performing ML profiling tasks using a HOTLINE visualization
mock-up. Error bars depict standard error.

was compensated with a $20 gift card. Participants evalu-
ated a non-interactive design mockup of HOTLINE that is
very close to what was implemented. Evaluating a mockup
allowed us to guide and validate features before implementa-
tion. After a 15-minute walkthrough of HOTLINE’s features
with a realistic ResNet-50 example, we asked skill-testing
multiple-choice questions to evaluate how well users could
perform the following profiling tasks without help:

1. What is the slowest operation on the CPU?
2. What is the fastest operation on the GPU?
3. Is runtime of the backward pass limited by GPU or CPU?
4. Which operation in “Layer 3” is best to try to speed up?

The results in Figure 6 show that, on average, each task
could be completed within roughly 30 seconds and 97%
of tasks were completed correctly. All of the participants
completed the tasks independently. Because we evaluated
on a mockup it is hard to draw quantitative conclusions. The
more important qualitative finding was that we observed
that HOTLINE’s design was well suited to the user’s task
and mental model of runtime profiling.

Next, we asked participants to rate HOTLINE’s features on a
five-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932) for each question (1 →
“Greatly confuses me”, 5 → “Greatly helps me”). Figure 7
summarizes our results, that most participants found all the
features to be greatly helpful (mean 4.31, mode 5). Then
we asked for the user’s qualitative impressions of HOTLINE
more generally. 82% (n=14/17) of participants said that
the visualization “takes less time to find insights”, and 59%
(n=10/17) of participants said that the visualization “pro-
vides more insights”, and 65% (n=11/17) were “more likely
to use the new visualization than existing visualizations.”

We feel these preliminary results are encouraging given
that, with just a brief walkthrough, participants of various
backgrounds and education levels were able to use the visu-
alization to complete profiling tasks and reported positive
impressions. While user studies are some of the time consid-
ered weak evidence (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008), they are
essential tools to understand user’s attitude towards and us-
age of technology. It has been argued that even a small num-

Neutral Helps Greatly Helps

Understand how the program works 

Identify where to target optimizations 

Understand program runtime

ConfusingUser Evaluation of Hotline Features

Figure 7. A summary of how useful participants found HOTLINE

on a variety of ML profiling tasks.

ber of participants covers the majority of insights (Nielsen,
2000). Despite the limited sample size, the study allowed
us to capture the user’s thought processes, workflows, and
pain points in usage. We feel the results are promising, as
findings indicate that novices can use HOTLINE to make it
easier to identify performance bottlenecks.

7 RELATED WORK

HOTLINE builds upon bodies of prior work including (1)
developer-friendly ML profiling tools (Yu et al., 2020;
Google, 2015) by providing an intuitive runtime breakdown
of ML training concepts that most developers are familiar
with; (2) analysis of ML training traces which has been ap-
plied to predict speedups of known optimizations (Hu et al.,
2022; Zhu et al., 2020), instead HOTLINE assists develop-
ers in identifying unknown latency bottlenecks; (3) novel
visualizations of execution event traces which have been
presented in the form of a tree-map (Bockisch et al., 2015),
a circular view (Cornelissen et al., 2007), and a trace sim-
ilarity view (Trümper et al., 2013) but which are different
from HOTLINE’s presentation of multiple timescales in one
view; and (4) event trace simplification techniques such as
pruning (Bohnet et al., 2009), folding (Weber et al., 2015),
and annotating at the level of program loops (Mohror &
Karavanic, 2012) have been demonstrated but these differ
from HOTLINE which leverages domain-specific knowledge
of ML training to generate simplifying trace annotations.

HOTLINE is intended to be complimentary to (1) existing
profilers provided by DL frameworks (Facebook, 2022;
Google, 2022b; Chen et al., 2015) because HOTLINE gener-
ates additional trace annotations without affecting runtime
measurements; (2) existing trace viewers (Google, 2022;
NVIDIA, 2018b; Google, 2012a) because HOTLINE pro-
vides quick navigation, easy interpretation, and can isolate
a less-overwhelming portion of the original trace to view
in an existing viewer. HOTLINE has advantages over (1)
sampling profilers such as perf (Linux, 2009), Nsight Com-
pute (NVIDIA, 2020a), or VTune (Intel, 2020) because
HOTLINE’s tracing based approach has better code coverage
and timing accuracy; (2) call graph viewers such as pprof
(Google, 2022a), Callgrind (Weidendorfer, 2022), or Flame
Graph (Gregg, 2017b) which do not present a time ordered
view and therefore lacks important context. Compared to
expert-level ML profiling tools (Li et al., 2020; Gleeson
et al., 2021; Dakkak et al., 2020), HOTLINE has a unique
focus on ease of interpretation and is more accessible to a
wider variety of skill levels.
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8 FUTURE WORK

We have presented a promising approach for visualizing
runtime profiler data to help DNN developers find and un-
derstand bottlenecks. However, there remain opportunities
to extend work in this area.

Why is it Slow?
In addition to identifying bottlenecks, HOTLINE could do
more to help users understand bottlenecks. For example,
HOTLINE could display resource utilization timelines, link
to source code and kernel instructions, or automatically
trigger more detailed profiling tools for the most time-
consuming operations, for example with Nsight Compute
(NVIDIA, 2020a). Aggregating and displaying hardware-
level metrics within HOTLINE would help users understand
why operations are slow.

Generalizing Beyond PyTorch
Implementing support for multi-scale annotation and visual-
ization of runtime traces in other DNN frameworks such as
JAX would ease the task of profiling for more users. Firstly,
it would be important to support the ONNX format (Face-
book, 2017) for model architecture information rather than
only extracting information from PyTorch Modules. ONNX
has the advantage of including information about data de-
pendencies and memory operations. However, ONNX may
lose important hierarchical information about the structur-
ing or grouping of operations such as within layers or other
high-level concepts, and the developer-friendly names of
these structures from source code may be lost. Secondly, a
framework like JAX which makes use of aggressive kernel
fusion may need additional ONNX metadata or a symbol
table to correctly associate high-level operations to their
respective low-level kernels. Support for CUDA graphs or
DNN models with conditional runtime control flow may
also require special handling.

Support for Diffs
Making it possible to compare runtimes and behavior be-
tween different ML frameworks (Jax, TensorFlow, PyTorch,
MXNet), different versions of a model, or different low-
level implementations would be incredibly valuable. This is
important because users should be able to compare to a base-
line to determine if performance has gotten better, worse, or
stayed the same. Shades of blue could represent the relative
amount of speedup and shades of red for slowdowns. Snider
(2022) shows a concept of what this could look like.

Visualization Improvements
To keep the visualization uncluttered, HOTLINE does not
depict data dependencies or control flow, but this helpful
information could be illustrated using arrows. Additionally,
to give a more compact and sophisticated view of runtime
behavior it may be beneficial to detect repeating patterns in
event traces and provide visual summaries of these.

Study More Models, Hardware, and Applications
In future work, it would be interesting to experiment by
fixing the DNN model and varying the accelerator (Nvidia
Jetson, Intel CPU, Google TPU) or varying the software
setup (CUDA or PyTorch version) to identify interesting
runtime bottlenecks that lead to poor performance. Re-
cently we evaluated more models (DLRM, GNN, and
Stable-Diffusion) and additional hardware (RTX 3090).
We have published these results in a demonstration web-
site of HOTLINE which is linked on our GitHub https:

//github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/hotline. These re-
sults include Stable-Diffusion inference which shows that
HOTLINE works for DNN inference and training. Infer-
ence works in the same way as the forward pass of training.
HOTLINE is currently designed for ML applications that
use multiple CPU processes/threads and multiple GPU de-
vices/streams. More investigation is needed for applications
with deep pipelines and applications that use more types of
resources such as storage devices, remote servers, cameras,
and other peripherals. We believe HOTLINE’s multi-scale
timeline ideas may be beneficial for profiling other com-
puter systems such as internet browsers, distributed high-
performance computing, and real-time robotics.

9 CONCLUSION

In this work, we explore a simultaneously simple and com-
plex question in DNN training, “what is slow?”. To greatly
simplify the effort required when investigating ML system
runtime traces, we propose HOTLINE. HOTLINE derives
a detailed DNN training runtime breakdown from profiler
traces in seconds. Previously, such a runtime breakdown
would take hours or days to manually investigate by a
novice because existing traces contain cryptic names, an
overwhelming number of low-level operations, and lack an-
notations of high-level ML concepts such as stage of training
or position in the DNN model. We believe we can change
ML profiling from being an afterthought or burden to being
a concern as important as hyperparameter tuning; because
profiling can have as much impact on the success of DL and
can be an enjoyable learning experience for developers too.
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SUMMARY OF APPENDICES

In Appendix A, we provide instructions for reproducing our re-
sults. In Appendix B, we provide accompanying visualizations
to our evaluated case studies and two additional case studies. In
Appendix C, we provide information essential for developers look-
ing to implement profiling tools analogous to HOTLINE. In Ap-
pendix D, we describe our perceived shortcomings of TensorBoard,
a popular DNN profiling tool.

A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A.1 Abstract

This artifact appendix includes the source code and scripts to
use HOTLINE to functionally reproduce profiling of our evalu-
ated workloads as described in section 6. More specifically, this
appendix contains instructions to generate multi-scale timeline
visualizations for ResNet50 as seen in Figure 8, RNN-T as seen
in Figure 9, Transformer as seen in Figure 12, and the workload
summary seen in Table 1. When following our instructions, the
results should be similar to the results we present in the paper.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: Automatic annotation described in section 4 and

multi-scale timeline described in section 5.
• Data set: Scripts included to download CIFAR-10 to simulate

ImageNet, WMT, and a minimal LibriSpeech dataset.
• Run-time environment: Automatically managed by Docker-

files which install Ubuntu 20.04, PyTorch 1.12. We used CUDA
11.2 but also tested CUDA 12.0.

• Hardware: A single machine with 4 Nvidia GPUs. Or with
1 GPU it is possible to reproduce most of the results. We have
tested RTX 2080Ti, RTX 3090, and V100 GPUs.

• Run-time state: Sensitive to runtime state. No concurrent
workloads should be running while running experiments.

• Execution: Our scripts run PyTorch in DataParallelmode.
Other parallelism modes are not yet supported.

• Output: Multi-scale timeline visualizations of time-use for
each model evaluated (ResNet50 as seen in Figure 8, RNN-T as
seen in Figure 9, and Transformer as seen in Figure 12) and the
workload summary as seen in Table 1. You should be able to
access HTTP on port 7234 of the machine to view the Hotline
web UI for the multi-scale timeline results.

• How much disk space required (approximately)?: 30 GB.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approxi-

mately)?: 1 hour to build containers and download datasets.
• How much time is needed to complete experiments (approxi-

mately)?: 30 minutes.
• Publicly available?: Yes.
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: Apache 2.0
• Archived (provide DOI)?: https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.7791393

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How delivered

The artifact can be downloaded either from the GitHub link
https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/hotline or

from the DOI link https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
7791393 .

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies

We recommend a setup similar to 4 × 2080Ti GPUs, AMD EPYC
7601 CPU, and 128 GB of RAM in order to have the most similar
profiling results. If you have only 1 × GPU it is still possible to
reproduce most of the results. When using a different GPU the
training iteration runtime and the number of traced events will be
somewhat different. When using a faster GPU than a 2080Ti the
results will be more CPU-bounded. A GPU with less than 11 GB
of VRAM will need to have batch sizes reduced in the run.sh
script provided.

A.3.3 Software dependencies

We recommend using a machine with Ubuntu 20.04 and Docker
installed to reproduce the results. We tested on CUDA 11.2 but
also confirmed that some newer versions (e.g. CUDA 12.0) are
backward compatible with our experiments but produce slightly
different results. Other software packages for this artifact are
installed automatically by the provided Dockerfiles.

A.3.4 Data sets

For convenience, our scripts automatically download CIFAR-10
to simulate ImageNet, WMT, and a minimal LibriSpeech dataset.
The datasets require 10 GB of space and Docker requires 20 GB.

A.4 Installation
Start by downloading the code from the DOI or git clone
https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/hotline.
Then navigate to the artifact directory with cd
hotline/artifact and build the Docker containers
with bash build.sh.

A.5 Experiment workflow
Once the runtime environment has been installed, execute the
experiments with bash run.sh to generate the results which
are saved to the hotline/artifact/results directory.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result

Once the run.sh script has finished, a workload summary
table similar to Table 1 should be seen at the bottom of the
output. Secondly, browse to http://localhost:7234/
and you should see multi-scale timeline visualizations for each
model evaluated. If using a remote machine, you can for-
ward port 7234 to localhost with the command: ssh -L
7234:localhost:7234 remote . You should be able to
navigate the timeline to find results that look similar to Figure 8 for
ResNet50, Figure 9 for RNN-T, and Figure 12 for the Transformer
model.

A.7 Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html
• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-
review-badging

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7791393
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7791393
https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/hotline
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7791393
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7791393
http://localhost:7234/
http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html
http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html
https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
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B EXTENDED HOTLINE VISUALIZATIONS

B.1 Case Study: ResNet-50 on a Single GPU

In the first case study, we show how HOTLINE enables ML
developers to quickly see high-level and low-level bottle-
necks. Figure 8 shows drilling down to the lowest level in
HOTLINE, where we find that ResNet-50 on 1 GPU is bottle-
necked by GPU kernel runtime and that a faster GPU could
speed up training by as much as 40% before the CPU por-
tion limits further speedup. To test this claim we executed
the same batch size on a faster Nvidia 3090 GPU and found
a single layer in the forward pass had within 1% of the same
number of kernels and ran them 42% faster. However, our
3090 GPU machine also had a faster CPU, meaning that the
possible speedup can be even higher.

Figure 8. HOTLINE drill down on the slowest operation at each
granularity for ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) training on one GPU.
The longest and brightest segments are the backward pass at a
high-level and a GPU convolution kernel at a low-level.

B.2 Case Study: Launch Overhead in RNN-T

In the second case study, we show how HOTLINE can per-
form rapid low-level investigations by using HOTLINE’s
“Open with Perfetto” button to isolate interesting portions
of the runtime trace and open them with a tool that is com-
plimentary to HOTLINE. In Figure 9, we immediately see a
major bottleneck at all levels of the multi-scale timeline, and
a low-level cause: that that 73% of the runtime of LSTM
units is spent on “cudaLaunchKernel” and “sgemm”
kernels.

Figure 9. HOTLINE drill down on the slowest operation at each
granularity for RNN-T (Graves, 2012) training on 4 GPUs. The
longest and darkest segments indicate bottleneck locations.

Using HOTLINE to view only one LSTM unit of the back-
ward pass in Perfetto, we discovered that the GPU is only
executing kernels 30% of the time and is bottlenecked by
CUDA API launch overhead, as seen in Figure 10.

CPU

GPU

CPU

GPU

LSTM
zoomed-out

LSTM
zoomed-in

Figure 10. Manually assembled Perfetto screenshots of launch-
bound LSTM unit in the backward pass of the RNN-T model.
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(c) Hotline(b) Perfetto

(a) Abstract stages of forward pass with PyTorch.DataParallel training

Scatter Replicate Forward Computation Gather

Figure 11. The major stages of the forward pass in PyTorch’s DataParallel training mode are seen in three ways: (a) conceptual
diagram (Wolf, 2020), (b) runtime trace in Perfetto of ResNet-50 on 4 GPUs, (c) and the same trace visualized with HOTLINE where the
sections have been automatically detected. We have muted original colors and drawn colored boxes by hand.

B.3 Case Study: Bottlenecks in Data Parallel Training

In the third case study, we show how HOTLINE’s annotation
of arbitrary sections of training enabled us to find unex-
pected bottlenecks. Figure 11a illustrates the stages that
PyTorch’s default DataParallel training mode takes
under the hood during the forward pass. In Figure 11b, we
manually draw a different colored box for each stage, but
without this, these stages are hard to observe when viewing
the raw trace in Perfetto. In Figure 11c, HOTLINE has au-
tomatically detected these stages and displayed a compact
summary. Using HOTLINE, we found that when training
ResNet-50 on 4 GPUs, PyTorch spends 67% of the forward
pass replicating the DNN model to all GPUs and 50% of
the backward pass reducing gradients onto 1 GPU from the
other 3 GPUs. Together, this accounts for 51% of end-to-
end training time. This may be a surprise to users who are
not aware of these stages or that they are so slow.

B.4 Case Study: Transformer Model

In the fourth case study, we show how HOTLINE can help
ML developers understand the structure of DNN models
and the operation of DNN training. Figure 12 shows the
slowest operations of training a Transformer model on 4
GPUs. We observe two unique differences compared to
ResNet-50 and RNN-T training: the “Calc Loss” step

is a more expensive operation, and the “Loss Gradient”
operation (performed on all GPUs) triggers expensive inter-
GPU “Scatter” and “Gather” operations and we question
whether this is optimal.

Figure 12. HOTLINE drill down on the slowest operation at each
granularity for Transformer (Zhang et al., 2020) training on 4
GPUs. The backward pass is slowed by NCCL operations respon-
sible for reducing gradients from all GPUs onto one GPU.
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Figure 13. HOTLINE drill down of GPU runtime only on the model
architecture of a Transformer-small model training on a single
GPU. A Transformer-small is representative of the Transformer
model but has been shrunk for demonstration purposes from 6
layers per encoder/decoder to 2 layers, and from 16 attention heads
to 2.

Next, we discuss how HOTLINE helps ML developers under-
stand the structure and runtime of the Transformer model on
a single GPU. Level “2. Backward” in Figure 13 shows
that at the highest level the Transformer model is com-
posed of an encoder, decoder, and a last linear layer. Note
that in a full-sized Transformer model, the linear layer
would have a smaller proportion of runtime because the
encoder and decoder would have more layers and heads.
Level “3. Decoder” is composed of a shared embed-
ding, positional encoder, and the decoder itself which is
responsible for the majority of runtime at this level. Level
“4. TransformerDecoder” is composed of 2 identical
decoder layers. Level “5. TransformerDecoderLayer”
is composed of several layer norm and dropout oper-
ations, two multi-head attention units, and a feedfor-
ward network made of relu and linear operations. Level
“6. MultiheadAttention” is composed of three linear
operations, a scaled dot product attention (the group of
shorter operations), and a final linear operation.

B.5 Extended Methodology

Here we provide additional details about the models and
training parameters used in our case studies. While we
did not train until model convergence because HOTLINE

only needs one sample of training iteration (after a user-
defined number of warmup iterations), we did select realistic
training parameters unless otherwise specified. We carefully
selected a diverse set of models, i.e. ResNet-50, RNN-T,
and Transformer, to represent important DL subfields and
model architectures.

The ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) model has 23 million pa-
rameters and we applied it to image classification on the
ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009). For training ResNet-
50 we used a batch size of 256 and stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with momentum and weight decay.

The RNN-T (MLCommons, 2021; Graves, 2012) model
has 57 million parameters (Zhang et al., 2020) and is for
speech-to-text recognition on the LibriSpeech100 dataset
(Panayotov et al., 2015). For training RNN-T we used Adam
(Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a batch size of 8, less than the
standard 256 batch size to fit on our GPU. RNN-T training
typically involves many operations on small vectors (Zheng
et al., 2020a) and is memory capacity-bounded (Zhu et al.,
2018).

The Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model has 209 mil-
lion parameters in our configuration of 6 layers in the de-
coder and encoder, 16 heads per multi-head attention unit,
and 4096 hidden units in the feedforward network. We ap-
plied it to language translation on the WMT dataset (WMT,
2017) and trained using Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a
batch size of 32, less than the standard 128 batch size to fit
on our GPU.

C HOTLINE IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

C.1 Limited Support for Kernel Fusion

A challenge arises when multiple operations in the DNN
model definition, e.g., Conv and Relu, map to the same GPU
kernel (i.e. kernel fusion). This is the case for the kernel,
“volta scudnn winograd 128x128 ldg1 ldg4 relu
tile148t nt v1”, which is found in the forward pass of
ResNet-50. To address this challenge, HOTLINE supports
detecting arbitrary combinations of DNN model operation
names in the same GPU kernel name. Further research is
required to support JIT compilation as in JAX (Frostig et al.,
2018) where all JIT-compiled kernels have the same name,
however, this is not a new problem in the field of profiling
and one solution is to use symbol tables (Gregg, 2017a).
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C.2 Noise Reduction

A primary motivation of our paper is that existing runtime
trace viewers fail to convey useful information due to infor-
mation overload (Bohnet et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2015).
As such, we have designed a suite of heuristics that trade
completeness of information for quick and useful interpre-
tation. In Section 4, we introduced techniques to group the
majority of runtime trace events into more digestible and
often familiar annotations. Before presenting annotations to
the user, we apply the following noise reduction heuristics.
Users can forgo the following modifications by using HOT-
LINE UI’s “Open with Perfetto” button to view the original
trace within any annotation when needed.

Rename. Operation names in runtime traces often include
file paths, symbols, or repetitive boilerplate. HOTLINE
uses simple rules to rename operations to be more concise
(examples in Appendix C.3).

Summarize. When HOTLINE generates an arbitrary anno-
tation for a group of operations as described in Section 4.5,
HOTLINE also generates a summarizing name based on the
runtime contribution of the constituent operations. For ex-
ample a name of, “A(60%) and 5 others...”, would mean that
this annotation contains 6 unique operation names, with “A”
dominating runtime the most, at 60% of runtime.

Hide. When multiple accelerators are used in parallel for
DNN training it may be overwhelming to display them all
to users. By default, HOTLINE’s UI will only display the
accelerator with the longest runtime, i.e. the straggler, and
the user can reveal the others with a checkbox (shown in
Appendix C.5).

Name Placement. Existing trace viewers will cut-off opera-
tion names that do not fit on-screen. HOTLINE prevents this
by taking into account the user’s screen size to calculate a
non-overlapping placement of operation names (details in
Appendix C.4).

Align Timelines. Due to asynchronous GPU execution
(Challenge 3), the CPU and GPU portions for a single oper-
ation are commonly very distant in DNN training timelines,
leading to a poor viewing experience. HOTLINE’s UI com-
pensates for this by aligning the CPU and GPU portions to
make them appear to start at the same time. A icon is
displayed to indicate this adjustment.

C.3 Renaming Operations To Be More Concise

To simplify the interpretation of runtime traces for develop-
ers, one technique in HOTLINE’s suite of noise reduction
heuristics is renaming operations to be more concise by
removing file paths, symbols, or repetitive boilerplate. Fig-
ure 14 shows several examples in which the length of CPU
operation names has been reduced by 65% and GPU oper-
ation names reduced by 22%. Original names can still be
viewed using HOTLINE’s “Open with Perfetto” button.

|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| Operation Name                               | Hotline Renamed            |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| torch/utils/data/dataloader.py(1173): _get_data | _get_data dataloader.py    |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| torch/nn/parallel/comm.py(188): <listcomp>         | listcomp comm.py           |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| typing.py(306): inner | inner typing.py            |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| <built-in method acquire of                        | acquire SemLock |
| _multiprocessing.SemLock object at 0x7f86f5bc91f0> |                            |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| <built-in method _scatter of PyCapsule object at   | _scatter PyCapsule |
| 0x7f8801ea3f90>                                    |                            |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| <string>(1): <lambda>                              | lambda string              |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|
| <built-in function print>                          | print                      |
|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------|

(a) CPU Operations
|----------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------|
| Operation Name                                     | Hotline Renamed                          |
|----------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------|
| void at::native::vectorized_elementwise_kernel<4,  | vectorized_elementwise_kernel<4,         |
| at::native::CUDAFunctor_add<float>, | CUDAFunctor_add<float>, Array<char*, 3>  |
| at::detail::Array<char*, 3> >(int, | >(int, CUDAFunctor_add<float>,           |
| at::native::CUDAFunctor_add<float>, | Array<char*, 3>)                         |
| at::detail::Array<char*, 3>)       |                                          |
|----------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------|
| void wgrad_alg0_engine<float, 128, 6, 8, 3, 3, 5, | wgrad_alg0_engine<float, 128, 6, 8, 3,   |
| false, 512>(int, int, int, float const*, int,    | 3, 5, false, 512>(int, int, int, float   |
| float*, float const*, kernel_grad_params, unsigned | const*, int, float*, float const*,       |
| long long, int, float, int, int, int, int) | kernel_grad_params, unsigned long long,  |
|                                                    | int, float, int, int, int, int)          |
|----------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------|
| void at::native::vectorized_elementwise_kernel<4, | vectorized_elementwise_kernel<4,         |
| at::native::BinaryFunctor<float, float, float, at: | BinaryFunctor<float, float, float, thres |
| :native::threshold_kernel_impl<float>(at::TensorIt | hold_kernel_impl<float>(TensorIteratorBa |
| eratorBase&, float, float)::{lambda(float, | se&, float, float)::{lambda(float,       |
| float)#1}>, at::detail::Array<char*, 3> >(int,     | float)#1}>, Array<char*, 3> >(int,       |
| at::native::BinaryFunctor<float, float, float, at: | BinaryFunctor<float, float, float, thres |
| :native::threshold_kernel_impl<float>(at::TensorIt | hold_kernel_impl<float>(TensorIteratorBa |
| eratorBase&, float, float)::{lambda(float,         | se&, float, float)::{lambda(float,       |
| float)#1}>, at::detail::Array<char*, 3>) | float)#1}>, Array<char*, 3>)             |
|----------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------|

(b) GPU Operations

Figure 14. Examples of HOTLINE renaming operations to be more
concise. Bold text indicates what is retained.

C.4 Non-Overlapping Label Placement

Existing trace viewers will cut-off operation names that do
not fit on-screen. We designed an algorithm for HOTLINE
to intelligently place names nearby when they cannot fit
inside the operation’s displayed box as seen in Figure 15.
The algorithm takes into account the user’s screen size to
calculate a non-overlapping placement before drawing and
will react dynamically to the user resizing their screen.

Figure 15. HOTLINE calculates non-overlapping label placement
using the dimensions annotated in red.
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(c) Operation “calc_loss” opened with the Perfetto.(a) Operation “forward” with all hardware resources revealed.

(b) Matching search results 
animate with bounce effect.

Figure 16. Illustration of HOTLINE’s interactive features.

C.5 Interactive Features

To assist ML developers in finding and understanding time-
use bottlenecks in DNN training, we developed three interac-
tive features shown in Figure 16. Specifically, (a) “Display
Only Longest” summarizes complex parallelized timelines
for faster understanding, (b) “Search” helps users find oper-
ations of interest, and (c) “Open with Perfetto” helps users
understand bottlenecks by displaying the most detailed view
of raw events. Next, we describe these features in more
detail.

Display Only Longest: To address the challenge of infor-
mation overload in DNN training runtime traces, HOTLINE
will only display the longest resource per type by default,
i.e. the straggler. That means if there are 4 GPUs, only
the GPU with the longest runtime will be displayed. We
believe it is a reasonable default for data-parallel training
(the most common technique for multi-GPU training) be-
cause the same operations repeat on all GPUs and the only
difference between them is runtime.

Search: If a user knows what they want to investigate,
they can search. Operations will turn red and animate with
a bounce effect when the search term partially matches the
annotation name or exactly matches any raw event contained
within the annotation.

Failing Gracefully: Users can click the “Open with Per-
fetto” button to display the raw events for any annotation.
This is useful when there are too many operations to display
in HOTLINE or when users want an exact representation
of the runtime trace without summarization or other noise
reduction techniques. HOTLINE and Perfetto are good at
different things, the former is digestible and the latter exact.
This integration makes it possible to quickly switch between
tools and get the best of both. Future integration with Nsight
Compute for resource utilization is planned.

D LIMITATIONS OF TENSORBOARD

Each DL framework has a different profiler to collect per-
formance data, but the most popular visualization tool is
TensorBoard (Google, 2015) because it is officially sup-
ported by the three most popular DL frameworks: Tensor-
flow (Abadi et al., 2016), PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), and
Jax (Frostig et al., 2018). Here we explain the shortcomings
of TensorBoard which make it difficult to use and help to
motivate HOTLINE.

What’s wrong with TensorBoard? As seen in Figure 17a-e,
donut charts and timelines are the most used visualizations
in this tool. However, neither of these methods works well
when there are too many data points, as is common in DNN
training, which consists of many thousands of operations.
Secondly, the TensorBoard interface is not meaningful to
ML developers because the aggregated performance metrics
lack DNN training concepts that are familiar to ML devel-
opers. The DNN training loop is not expressed anywhere
and the DNN model hierarchy is visualized poorly in the
Module View (Figure 17e) for two reasons. First, the model
hierarchy shown does not include user-defined names of
DNN layers or operations which would be more informative
than using PyTorch class names like “Sequential”. Secondly,
Module View’s table and timelines give a poor sense of how
time is spent because colors are not used effectively. The
trace viewer (Figure 17d) used in TensorBoard is cluttered
and hard to navigate. It was originally developed in 2012
(Google, 2012b) and has not seen much progress since. Fi-
nally, TensorBoard’s various pages of profiler data are
disconnected from each other; one cannot click on an
operation to see the corresponding information in another
view.

These problems in the most popular DNN performance
visualization tool help to motivate our research on new per-
formance investigation techniques for ML developers.
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Figure 17. Visualizations in TensorBoard for PyTorch’s Profiler.


